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CONFIDENTIAL SECTION 1 OF 3 MEXICO 7830

SUBJECT: ANALYSIS AND IMPLICATIONS OF STUDENT DISORDERS

REF: STATE 254890

1. SUMMARY BEGINS: MOST IMPORTANT CONCLUSION IS THAT TO
DATE MEXICAN SYSTEM HAS STOOD UP WELL UNDER STUDENT ONSLAUGHT;
TRADITIONAL IMAGE OF STABILITY MARRED BUT STUDENTS RECEIVED
LITTLE SUPPORT FROM OTHER SECTORS. REPRESENTATIVE NATURE OF
STUDENTS INVOLVED HARD TO ESTIMATE; MASS STUDENT INVOLVEMENT
IN FEDERAL DISTRICT TO LARGE DEGREE CONSTITUTED REACTION TO GOM
TOUGH TACTICS.

2. POST-Olympic Course Difficult to Foresee. Govt Has Made
New Enemies Left Encouraged by Pre-Olympic Successes. On
Other Hand, GOM Can Act with Much Greater Flexibility Without
Olympic Deadline. GOM Seems Disposed Toward Moderation
But Is Known to Be Worried About Student Resurgence and May
Move to Harsher Policies If Students Do Not Respond.

3. Politically, Student Disorders Have Brought at Least
Temporarily Shift to Right As Army Playing Greater Role, New
Damper Put on Extending Scope of Dissent. Some Pre-Residential
Pre-Candidates May Also Have Suffered Politically However,
Basic Priest Structure Not Shaken And, If Tradition Holds, GOM
May Make Some Balancing Move Not Necessarily in Student
Area as Place Left Wing of Establishment.

4. Long Term Effects Depend on How Much Further Agitation
Goes and How It Ends. GOM Already Taking More Serious Look

CONFIDENTIAL:
AT EDUCATION REFORM, MAY TAKE HARDER LOOK AT ROLE OF LEFT, ESPECIALLY NEW LEFT, ON CAMPUS AND MAY IMPROVE ITS INTELLIGENCE ABOUT CAMPUS MOODS, BUT PROSPECTS OF WINNING GENERAL STUDENT SUPPORT ARE SLIM. MORE GENERALLY, STUDENT UNREST MAY REPRESENT WARNING THAT REGIME FACES NEW TESTS OF ITS: PREVIOUSLY DEMONSTRATED SKILL IN COMBINING CONTROL WITH FLEXIBILITY AS MEXICAN SOCIETY REACHING POINT WHERE CONTROLS OF PAST NOT EASILY ACCEPTED BY NEW GENERATION AND WHERE PROBLEMS WHICH HAVE BEEN SIDETRACKED IN INTERESTS OF INDUSTRIALIZATION NOW MAKING THEIR APPEARANCE.

SUMMARY:

5. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS. EMBTEL 5481 OF 14 JUNE 1968 PROVIDED GENERAL ASSESSMENT OF SITUATION IN MEXICO WHICH, IN OUR VIEW REAMING VALID.

6. PERHAPS MOST IMPORTANT CONCLUSION TO BE DRAWN IS THAT TO DATE POLITICAL-SOCIAL SYSTEM HAS STOOD UP UNDER STUDENT ATTACK VERY WELL. NOTWITHSTANDING INTENSIVE STUDENT EFFORT INCLUDING USE OF LEAFLETS AND "FLYING BRIGADES" SEEKING TO ENLIST PUBLIC SUPPORT, LABOR AND CAMPOSINO LEADERSHIP STOOD FIRMLY IN SUPPORT OF THE GOVERNMENT AND EROSION OF RANK AND FILE FROM LEADERSHIP WAS INSIGNIFICANT. WITH EVIDENCE AT HAND, IT IS DIFFICULT TO VIEW THESE IMPORTANT SECTORS AS SEETHING WITH DISCONTENT. URBAN POOR LIKewise REMAINED APART FROM THE STUDENT MOVEMENT. THERE WAS SOME EVIDENCE OF MIDDLE CLASS SUPPORT BUT THIS WAS NEITHER ORGANIZED NOR ON LARGE SCALE. UPPER CLASSES--BUSINESS, FINANCIAL INDUSTRIAL COMMUNITY WERE GENERALLY BEHIND GOVT. FINALLY, POLICE AND MILITARY SHOWED NO WAVERING IN THEIR LOYALTY. WHILE SOME OF MORE EXTREME STUDENTS TALKED OF REVOLUTION, IT CAN WELL BE ASKED, IF REVOLUTION, BY WHOM? THE STUDENTS ALONE, LACK STRENGTH IN MEXICO SERIOUSLY TO THREATEN STABILITY OF GOVT.

7. THOUGH IMAGE OF STABILITY MARRIED STUDENT DISTURBANCES: DID NOT SHAKE BASIC ELEMENTS OF MEXICAN REGIME. GOM AND PRI CONTINUE TO HOLD MAJOR LEVERS OF POWER IN THEIR HANDS. CRITICISM OF GOM MAY HAVE BROKEN ICE ON SACROSANCTITY OF OFFICE, BUT NO ONE IS CHALLENGING PRESIDENTIAL SYSTEM AND SIX YEAR LIMIT ON PRESIDENTIAL TERM MAY KEEP CRITICISM FOCUSED ON INCUMBENT RATHER THAN SYSTEM. CRITICISM AND DISCONTENT, WHICH ARE ALWAYS PRESENT IN ANY COUNTRY, DO NOT EQUAL TO REVOLUTIONARY PRESSURES, AND MOST PERSONS CRITICAL OF GOVT.
Probably would not want to see it overthrown and probably will vote for PRI in next election. After six demands, appeals of students are so general in nature as to suggest that they have no specific alternative in mind. And except for those calling for revolution, most call merely for better operation of system in being. Dissatisfaction with public order forces, which is inevitably present, probably has increased and anti-police focus of student demands probably has considerable sympathy. However, this balanced by fear which has been engendered by actions of these forces. Some capital outflow and postponement planned investments evident but did not reach serious proportions, and damage probably not permanent if situation returns to normal.

8. Analysis of student movement. While it is apparent that student movement received little active support from other important sectors of population, it is difficult to estimate extent to which movement was indicative of or responsive to attitudes widely held by Mexican youth in general or even by student population. Student population is, of course, only small fraction of Mexican youth, and to date there has been little evidence that rest of Mexican youth view student strike leadership as their spokesmen. Support by student groups in schools outside Mexico City has been widespread geographically but has not had as great impact as that generated in these schools by local issues and to considerable Freeman.